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ABSTRACT
Deep learning methods have led to substantial progress in various
application fields of AI, and in recent years a number of proposals
were made to improve recommender systems with artificial neural
networks. For the problem of making session-based recommendations, i.e., for recommending the next item in an anonymous
session, Hidasi et al. recently investigated the application of recurrent neural networks with Gated Recurrent Units (GRU4REC).
Assessing the true effectiveness of such novel approaches based
only on what is reported in the literature is however difficult when
no standard evaluation protocols are applied and when the strength
of the baselines used in the performance comparison is not clear.
In this work we show based on a comprehensive empirical evaluation that a heuristics-based nearest neighbor (kNN) scheme for
sessions outperforms GRU4REC in the large majority of the tested
configurations and datasets. Neighborhood sampling and efficient
in-memory data structures ensure the scalability of the kNN method.
The best results in the end were often achieved when we combine
the kNN approach with GRU4REC, which shows that RNNs can
leverage sequential signals in the data that cannot be detected by
the co-occurrence-based kNN method.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Deep learning approaches based on artificial neural networks have
recently led to significant advances in different application fields
of AI like object classification in images, speech recognition, or
game playing. Their success in these fields has inspired researchers
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to explore the potential of adapting deep learning methods for
recommendation-related problems. While there are limited works
yet that show the advantages of directly applying deep learning
methods for the rating prediction task [29, 35], artificial neural
networks were, for example, used to vectorize content features
from audio, video or textual item data [1, 5, 6, 10] and in particular
for the problem of session-based recommendation [14, 15, 30, 38].
The algorithmic task in the latter scenario is to predict the next
action of a user given the sequence of the actions in the current
session. The problem setting, while not largely explored in the
research literature, is highly relevant in practical settings. Sessionbased approaches are usually applied when the visitors of the site
are anonymous (not logged-in) and no past interactions of the users
are known. Furthermore, considering the last few user actions is
also important for applications where already known users often
revisit the site with a specific short-term intent [18].
In their recent work, Hidasi et al. investigated the use of recurrent
neural networks (RNN) for session-based next-item recommendation [14]. RNNs are a natural choice for this problem and have
been successfully explored for other sequence-based prediction
problems in the past [4, 8, 9, 16]. Technically, the approach in
[14] uses a customized RNN with Gated Recurrent Units (GRU).
An experimental evaluation on two datasets indicated that their
GRU4REC method significantly outperforms other methods, including an item-based k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) method, which was
the strongest baseline in their experiments. Despite these positive
results, some questions regarding the effectiveness of the GRU4REC
method remain open. The experiments in [14] were, for example,
only conducted on two specific datasets, used baselines whose
strength cannot be easily judged, and were based on a proprietary
evaluation protocol without cross-validation.
To better understand the true effectiveness of the proposed approach, we conducted a series of experiments on multiple datasets
in which we benchmarked the GRU4REC method with an alternative session-based nearest neighbor method, which was identified
as a strong baseline in previous works on session-based music
and e-commerce recommendation problems [2, 12, 21]. To achieve
higher accuracy and to scale for larger datasets, our session-based
kNN method incorporates heuristics to sample suitable neighbors.
Our results show that the proposed kNN method leads to the same
accuracy results as the best configuration reported in [14] and outperforms GRU4REC in many other tested problem setups.1 Combining GRU4REC with the kNN methods in a weighted hybrid
approach finally often led to the best results, which indicates that
RNN methods are indeed capable of capturing sequential patterns
in the data that the kNN approach could not identify.
1 Recent works suggest that advanced nearest-neighbor models can lead to competitive

performance also for common item-ranking tasks [34].

Table 1: Dataset characteristics

2 EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATIONS
2.1 Algorithms
2.1.1 GRU4REC. We used the GRU4REC implementation in
Python that the authors of [14] share online.2 The code is regularly
updated by the authors and includes the implementation of the
GRU4REC method, the code of their baseline algorithms, as well as
the code for the evaluation procedure used in [14].
2.1.2 Session-based kNN. The kNN method takes the set of user
actions in the current session, e.g., two view events for certain
items, and then in a first step determines the k most similar past
sessions in the training data. Then, given the current session s,
the set of k nearest neighbors Ns , and a function sim(s1, s2) that
returns a similarity score for two sessions s1 and s2, the score of a
recommendable item i is
score knn (i, s) = Σn ∈Ns sim(s, n) × 1n (i)

(1)

where 1n (i) = 1 if n contains i and 0 otherwise, see also [2]. We
tested different distance measures. The best results were achieved
when comparing the sessions, which were encoded as binary vectors of the item space, using cosine similarity.
Determining the similarity of the current session with millions of
past sessions after each user action cannot easily be accomplished
under the time constraints of online recommendation. We therefore pre-process the training sessions and create an in-memory
index data structure (cache) on startup. Specifically, for each item
we create an index that points to the sessions in which the item
appears. For each session, we furthermore have a pointer to its set
of items. When recommendations for a session s are needed, we
first determine the set of possible neighbors by creating the union
of sessions in which the items of s are contained. This is a fast
operation as it only involves a cache lookup and set operations.
From this set of possible neighbors, we create a subsample of m sessions randomly or using a heuristic. In some experiments, we took
the most recent sessions in case such information was available
as focusing on recent trends has shown to be effective for recommendations in e-commerce [19]. From m we select the k nearest
neighbors regarding the current session s. Again through lookup
and set union operations, we create the set of recommendable items
R that appear in one of the k sessions. We then compute the score
for the items in R using Equation 1. The set operations, similarity
computations, and the final predictions can be done very efficiently,
as will be discussed later in Section 3.2.3.
2.1.3 Hybrid Approach. We tested switching, cascading, as well
as weighted hybrids of the GRU4REC and the kNN method. A
weighted combination led to the best results in our experiments,
where in the most successful configurations the kNN score was
assigned a slightly higher weight. All source code and the public
datasets used in our experiments can be found online. 3

2.2

Datasets and Evaluation Protocols

We performed experiments both on variants of the ACM RecSys
2015 Challenge dataset (RSC15 and RSCW ) as used in [14], on the
public e-commerce dataset used in the TMall competition (TMALL),
2 https://github.com/hidasib/GRU4Rec
3 http://bit.ly/2nfNldD

Sessions
Avg. length
Items

RSC15

RSCW

TMALL

LFM

AOTM

8T

8M
3.97
37K

4M
3.92
34K

650K
7.5
300K

120K
28.24
200K

82K
11.48
54K

520K
9.20
200K

as well as on three different datasets containing music playlists
from the platforms last.fm (LFM), artofthemix.org (AOTM), and
8tracks.com (8T ). Music playlists are different in nature from ecommerce user logs in various ways. Nonetheless, they are designed to be consumed in a listening session and the tracks are
often arranged in a specific sequence by their creators. With the
experiments on these datasets our goal is to assess if recurrent
neural networks can capture sequential patterns in the data which
are not leveraged by the co-occurrence-based kNN approach. The
basic dataset statistics are shown in Table 1, where RSCW and
TMALL correspond to the average characteristics when applying a
sliding-window protocol, as will be described below. In [14], Hidasi
et al. use GRU4REC to predict the next item view events in a session.
They incrementally add events to the sessions in the test set and
report the average hit rate (HR) and the Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR) at list length 20. They trained the GRU4REC on six months
of data and used one single day for the evaluation.
In addition to this procedure, we performed experiments where
we created multiple train-test splits, consisting of 3 and 1 month of
training data for the RSC15 and TMall dataset, respectively, and the
subsequent day as the test data.4 This sliding-windows approach
allows us to minimize the risk that the obtained results are specific
to the single train-test split used in [14]. Furthermore, we used the
algorithms to predict purchase events in the sessions, which was
one of the original tasks of the ACM RecSys 2015 challenge. To
investigate the performance of the methods at different stages of a
session, we also measured the accuracy when predicting the second
and the last view of each session. Finally, we varied the amount
of the training data to see how the algorithms compare in case of
more sparse data situations.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Accuracy Results
3.1.1 ACM RecSys 2015 Challenge Dataset. Table 2 shows the
results when using the experimental configuration used in [14],
ordered by the values for HR@20 as done in the original paper.
We could reproduce their best hit rate and MRR results (using
their optimal parameters) for the methods gru4rec(1000,bpr) and
gru4rec(1000,top1), which use 1000 hidden units and the TOP1
and BPR’s pairwise ranking loss function, respectively. In Table 2,
we additionally include the results for list length ten, which might
be more important in different application domains.
The method knnmr (500,1000), which uses the 500 nearest neighbors from the 1000 most recent candidate sessions, outperforms
GRU4REC in all measurements except for the MRR in the TOP1
4 Using

larger training splits for the TMall dataset, due to its large number of items,
led to prohibitively high computational costs by the GRU4REC method, which is why
we report the results when using one month as training data for this dataset.

Table 2: Results when using the evaluation scheme of [14].
Method
wh(knn,gru,0.6,0.4)
wh(knn,gru,0.1,0.9)
knnmr (500,1000)
gru4rec(1000,bpr)
gru4rec(1000,top1)
knnrand (500,1000)
gru4rec(100,top1)

Table 3: Additional measurements for the RSC15 dataset.

HR@10

MRR@10

HR@20

MRR@20

Dataset

0.568
0.568
0.521
0.517
0.517
0.499
0.481

0.256
0.269
0.242
0.235
0.261
0.235
0.221

0.691
0.666
0.641
0.636
0.623
0.616
0.595

0.265
0.276
0.250
0.243
0.268
0.242
0.230

M@20
knn
gru4rec

3.1.2 Results for Other Datasets. Table 4 shows the results for
the additional datasets. We again report the results at list length 20
for gru4rec(1000,top1) and knn(500,1000). For the TMALL dataset,
we applied the sliding-window approach as for RSCW. Note that in
this dataset each session is defined as the sequence of actions of a
user during one day (resulting in a larger average session length as
shown in Table 1). As the playlists have no timestamp attached, we
randomly assigned each playlist to one of 31 buckets (days of the
month) and used one of them as test data.
In the majority of the configurations, the kNN method outperformed GRU4REC both in terms of the hit rate and the MRR, in
many cases strongly. Only on the last.fm dataset, GRU4REC worked
better than the kNN approach; on the AOTM dataset, GRU4REC
was furthermore better in terms of the MRR. Generally, however,
the results obtained for the additional datasets indicate that the
good performance of the kNN method on the RSC15 dataset is not
due to the specific nature of this dataset or the application domain.

3.2

Additional Analyses

3.2.1 Focusing on Recent Data. The RSC15 dataset contains
about 45,000 sessions per day. Since our kNN method only uses, e.g.,
one thousand possible neighbor sessions, which are not necessarily
5 In

all experiments we tuned the parameters for the different algorithms using grid
search. We optimized the hit rate on validation sets (subsets of the training sets). Due
to the run time GRU4REC was only optimized with 100 layers as also done in [14].

SECOND

LAST

BUYS

HR

MRR

HR

MRR

HR

MRR

HR

MRR

0.621
0.587

0.267
0.261

0.716
0.655

0.355
0.300

0.446
0.388

0.196
0.174

0.758
0.542

0.290
0.215

Table 4: Results for other datasets.
Dataset
M@20

configuration. Combining the kNN-method with GRU4REC in a
weighted approach (WH) leads to the best results. As in [14], the
“winner” at list length 20 depends on the metric. Also, different
weights for the hybrid method have to be applied to achieve the best
results for a given list length.5 The increases of the best configuration at length 20 are about 8% for the hit rate. A smaller increase was
observed for the MRR when compared to the results of [14]. Even
with a random sampling of candidate sessions (knnrand (500,1000))
the kNN-method does not fall far behind and is consistently better
than GRU4REC with 100 hidden units.
Table 3 shows the best results obtained with knnmr (500,1000)
and gru4rec(1000,top1) when using alternative measurements,
including the sliding window protocol (RSCW ), the prediction of
the second (SECOND) and last item view (LAST ), and the accuracy
when predicting which item is purchased in a session (BUYS). In
all experiments, the kNN method outperforms GRU4REC. For the
sliding windows protocol, we applied the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
over the five experiment runs, which revealed that the differences
are statistically significant in terms of the hit rate (α = 0.05).

RSCW

knn
gru4rec

TMALL

LFM

AOTM

8T

HR

MRR

HR

MRR

HR

MRR

HR

MRR

0.370
0.223

0.171
0.117

0.078
0.121

0.011
0.053

0.068
0.035

0.008
0.012

0.050
0.019

0.010
0.008

all from the same day, we were interested to what extent we can
omit past sessions without compromising the accuracy results.
Figure 1 shows MRR results when we incrementally remove
data from the training set, beginning with the oldest sessions. The
values for the hit rate are similar. For the GRU4REC method, it
seems sufficient to focus on the last 60 days. For the kNN method
in contrast, it is sufficient to retain the information of the last two
days. While this might come surprising, focusing on the most
recent events has shown to be effective in the past in the domains
of e-commerce and news recommendations [19, 23].
As mentioned above, we made additional experiments on the
RSC15 data and repeatedly sampled 1000 random neighbor sessions
instead of the most recent ones. The average results were shown
in the last row of Table 2. Using random neighborhood sampling
leads to slightly lower accuracy results, which are however still
higher than the ones obtained by GRU4REC with 100 hidden units.
3.2.2 Popularity Bias and Catalog Coverage. To assess possible
recommendation biases, we measured the average popularity of
the recommendations. Using a normalized popularity score for the
top-20 recommendations (in the setup of [14]) we found that the
kNN method tends to recommends slightly more popular items
on average than GRU4REC (0.036 vs. 0.028). With respect to catalog coverage, we observed that the top-20 recommendations of
GRU4REC include about 47% of the items at least once, which is
slightly more than the kNN method covers (41%). This latter observation is not surprising, given the focus of the kNN method on
0.6
0.4
0.2

knn
gru4rec
80

60
40
Time in days

20

0

Figure 1: MRR@20 for the RSC15 when artificially reducing
the size of the training set from 3 month to 1 day.

the last few days. Alternative neighbor sampling strategies can
however be designed to deal, e.g., with such accuracy-coverage
trade-offs.
3.2.3 Computational Complexity and Memory Usage. On a desktop computer with an Intel i7-4790k processor, training GRU4REC
in the best configuration needed about 23 hours for the RSC15
dataset, which can be reduced to about 8 hours when calculations
are performed by the GPU (Nvidia GeForce GTX 960). The kNN
method needs about 90 seconds to build the in-memory data structures. Creating one recommendation list with GRU4REC needed
about 12 ms on average and 26 ms for the kNN method. Overall,
computing all (about 40,000) recommendations needs about 27 minutes with the kNN method including data structure initialization,
whereas GRU4REC needs more than 8 hours in total. At the same
time, the kNN method has the advantage of supporting online updates. Further speed-ups for the kNN approach can in theory be
achieved when the similarity computations are parallelized, since
these calculations can be done independently for individual subsets
of the neighbor candidates.
The data structures of the kNN method occupy about 6.4 GB
of main memory when the entire RSC15 training dataset (2.3 GB
of raw data) is used. No special data structures are used in our
implementation and given the observations from above, keeping
only a specific amount of the most recent log actions will help to
reduce the memory requirements. For the same dataset, GRU4REC’s
model needs about 60 MB for 100 and 600 MB for 1000 hidden units.
GRU4REC’s memory demand is thus dependent of the algorithm
parameters and significantly increases with the number of items. In
the playlist and TMall experiments, GRU4REC’s memory demands
exceeded the capacity of our graphic card, making computations
very slow, which is why we could only make a limited number of
evaluation runs on these datasets.

4

RELATED WORK

The commonly used algorithmic approaches to leverage sequential information for predicting next user actions include Markov
models and sequential pattern mining techniques. In one of the
earlier works on this topic, Shani et al., for example, proposed the
application of Markov Decision Processes in the scenario of an
online book store [27]. More recent works that rely in Markov
models include [3, 13, 17, 26] or [31]. In [31], Markov models were,
for example, used with the goal to detect topic sequences in user
sessions for the next-item prediction task. Detecting and leveraging sequences of topics was also the goal in [11] for the next-track
music recommendation scenario. In this case, however, the authors
applied sequential pattern mining techniques. Sequential patterns
have been investigated earlier also for the problem of predicting
the online navigation behavior of users, e.g., in [25].
Approaches based on Markov models and sequential pattern
mining represent alternative baselines for session-based recommendations. Not all approaches based on Markov model however
scale too well for large datasets [27]. Sequential pattern mining
approaches (and association rule mining approaches in general) often require some effort to find suitable thresholds for rule learning
and, depending on the application domain, do not lead to better
accuracy results than co-occurrence-based kNN methods [2].

Particularly in recent years, RNNs have been applied in different
ways to leverage sequence information when recommending, often
based on ideas of the LSTM model proposed in [16] to avoid the
vanishing or exploding gradient problem.
Zhang et al. [38] for example successfully applied RNNs in a
related setting of predicting sequential advertisement clicks, in
which the partitioning into sessions is less important. Hidasi et
al., who proposed gru4rec [14], were among the first to explore
RNNs for session-based recommendations. Using the same evaluation protocol and RSC15 data set, Tan et al. in [30] proposed
an enhanced version of GRU4REC, which is trained on embedded
item sequences with random drop-out to reduce overfitting. The
models are also retrained on the most recent sessions to better
adapt to short-term trends. In their paper, the authors report significant improvements over [14] which would also slightly outperform
our hybrid approach. The work confirms that considering recent
trends is helpful for this RSC15 dataset and domain. Experiments
on other datasets were unfortunately not reported. Since no source
code was available, we re-implemented their method based on the
information in the paper, but could not reproduce their results.
In [15] and [32] RNN-based approaches were recently proposed
that leverage additional item features to achieve higher accuracy.
Including additional information about users and items in the recommendation process is also possible for kNN based methods, but
was not in the focus of our work.
Combining short-term with long-term models has shown to be
a successful strategy in the past, e.g., in the e-commerce domain
[18]. Song et al. [28] recently proposed an approach to predicting
news click sequences, which used an RNN to model short-term
interests in a combination with long-term models. The kNN method
used in this paper can be combined with long-term models as well.
However, in the case of the RSC15 dataset, where sessions have no
user ID attached, no long-term user models can be learned.
Yu et al. [37] use RNNs for the related task of next basket recommendations, in which, e.g., items for a shopping cart are suggested
based on a user’s history of past shopping carts. Although the
scenario is slightly different from the one in this paper, the kNN
method can be easily adapted as a baseline for this scenario.
In general, NNs have been used for a number of recommendationrelated tasks in recent years. Often, such networks are used to learn
embeddings of content features in compact fixed-size latent vectors,
e.g., for music, for images, for video data, for documents, or to
represent the user [1, 5–7, 10, 20, 24, 36]. These representations are
then integrated, e.g., in content-based approaches, in variations of
latent factor models, or are part of new methods for computing
recommendations [6, 7, 10, 22, 29, 33, 35].

5

CONCLUSIONS

Our work shows that nearest-neighbor methods should be considered as competitive baselines for session-based recommendation
scenarios. Considering a mix of co-occurrence signals and sequential patterns, as identified by recurrent neural networks, led to the
best results in our experiments. In practice, however, one has to
decide based on the application domain if the obtained accuracy
gains justify the usage of more complex learning methods. Our future works include the comparison of the performance of additional
session-based algorithms like [26] or [30].
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